We love the dramatic black
vanity against the clean
white surroundings.

ELEGANT CURVES

“Classic elegance meets modern styling in this stunning ensuite and beautiful yet functional
family bathroom. Every element has been carefully chosen to perfectly blend in with the
spacious town house in Milford. In each bathroom, the black and white colour scheme exudes
sophistication. White tiles and fittings create a clean backdrop for the striking gloss black
vanity to become the focal point. A visual and sensual delight, the main bathroom invites you
to follow its graceful lines around the room. The freestanding stone bath creates a wonderful
centrepiece, its sensuous curved form echoed by the oval mirror above the vanity. Frameless
glass continues the clean, streamlined flow into the shower, evoking a sense of openness.
The owner’s personal touch adds design flair to each bathroom. Like jewellery, well-chosen
accessories bring each space together and make them her own”.
Designer: Heather Mann for Home Trends

SHOP THE LOOK
®® hometrends.co.nz
®® Bath

Perla free-standing
stone bath with Cascade 3
waterfall spout (main)
®® Shower Custom-tiled area
with frameless glass by
Arctic Glass with Methven
Futura Satinjet Slide
Shower CP (main), Athena
Allora 1000x1000mm
two-wall round-moulded
shower with Hansa Vantis
tapware (ensuite)
®® Tapware Hansa Pinto
mixers for basins and
shower (main), Hansa Vantis
Pin mixers for basins and
shower (ensuite)
®® Toilet suite Sfera 54 by
Plumbline with Caroma Invisi
II in-wall cisterns and Invisi
dual satin/chrome flushplates
®® Vanity Athena Palomba
1600 Exochique Black with
Skara lighting by Lighthouse
North Shore (main), Athena
Palomba 1200 Exochique
Black with Lorient lighting
by Lighthouse North Shore
(ensuite), Michel Cesar
metro vanity in black gloss
(guest toilet)
®® Mirrors Custom oval with
bevelled edge (main), Duna
mirror cabinet 900mm twodrawer (ensuite)
®® Paint Resend Black White
®® Accessories Minima-style
toilet-roll holder, robe hook,
short towel rail and wallmounted toilet brush holder
by Plumbline; Vega stainless
heated rails by DC Short
®® Wall tiles White gloss
RTT Easy 30x60mm by
Heritage Tiles
®® Floor tiles Seine light grey
stone honed 600mm by
Heritage Tiles
®® Underfloor heating
Supreme Heat
®® Lighting Recessed brushed
chrome downlights and
LED shower light in shower
alcove in main bathroom

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
732 Beach Rd, Browns Bay
North Shore Auckland
(09) 478 9788
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